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Umut is an astronaut. 
He is in a new planet. There 
are funny monsters there. 
Umut meets the monsters 
and they want to play hide 

and seek together.
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7. Kitap FUNNY MONSTERS
Tashihler:
Sayfa 11: 4. Satır Sarı yerine Yellow yazalım 
lütfen
Sayfa 15’te True ve False’un yanındaki (T) ve (F) 
harflerini kaldıralım lütfen

CHARACTERS
 (sayfa 7de kahverenci canavar)

Orange:  (sayfa 8 turuncu canavar)

Yellow: It can swim well. (sayfa 11 sarı canavar)

Blue: (sayfa 10 mavi canavar)

Green:  (sayfa 10 yeşil canavar)

Red: (sayfa 10 kırmızı canavar)

Yellow

Umut

Brown

Orange

Blue

It is an orange monster. It 

has four ears and three eyes.

It is a brown monster. 

It has four arms.

It is a yellow monster.

It is a green monster. 

It has a big nose.

 It is a red monster. 

It has two big ears.

Green

Red

He is a boy. He is nine years old. 

He is an astronaut in his dream. 

He meets some monsters there.

It is a blue monster. It can 

play hide and seek. 
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GLOSSARY

arm foot nose

astronaut hair planet

body hand
point to
your head

ear head
raise
your hand

Earth knee shoulder

eye leg show
your toe

face look tooth

feet monster touch
your nose

finger mouth
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      What is this?

Hello! I am Umut. I’m an astronaut. I am nine 
years old. I am in a space shuttle now. I like space. 
I want to meet new people. Three... Two... One... 
Let’s start our journey!
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What is the Earth?

Umut: The space is a great place. The 
Earth is our planet, it is big, but it is very 
small in the space. Look at the Earth. It 
is really nice.
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Umut: Hey! There is a small planet over 
there. I want to see it. It is green. I like 
green. Three... Two... One... Let’s go!

What colour is the planet?
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Umut : It is very quiet 
here. I feel afraid. There 
isn’t any people around 
me. Is there anybody 
here? Can you hear me?
Brown : Yes, I can. Who 
are you?
Umut : Well... I’m... I’m 
Umut.

 What colour is it?
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     What is this?

Brown : Nice to meet you, Umut. I’m Brown. 
I’m a monster. I live here.

Umut : Nice to meet you, too. There are four 
arms and four hands on your body. 

Brown: There are also a lot of fingers.
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How many monsters are there?

Umut : Hey, Brown! There is a monster over there. 
Look! It is orange. 

Brown : There are three eyes and four ears on its 
head.

Umut : That’s quite interesting.
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 What is that?

Brown : Hello, Orange! Please, come 
here. This is Umut. He is my 
new friend.

Orange : Nice to meet you, Umut. My 
name is Orange. Welcome to 
our planet.
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Umut : Are there other monsters here?
Orange : Yes, there are. They are our friends.
Brown : Look at the playground. You can see 

Red, Blue, Green and Yellow there. 

How many monsters are there in 
the playground?10 Ten



Umut : Hello, friends.
Monsters : Hi! Welcome to our planet.
Umut : Your feet are big.
Yellow : My feet are big, so I can swim well.
Umut : That’s good.

How many monsters are there in 
the playground? What can Yellow do?
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Yellow : Let’s play hide and seek.
Umut : Okay! I love hide and seek.
Red : Me too.
Blue : Let’s start!
Umut : This a great planet. You are really funny. 

You are my friends!

Umut’s mother : Umut! Umut! Wake up. Open your 
eyes. Good morning!

Umut : Mom? Good morning! Where are 
the monsters?

Umut’s mother : The monsters? I don’t know.
Umut : Oh! It is a dream!    

A funny dream.
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Do you like hide and seek?



Where is Umut?

Umut’s mother : Umut! Umut! Wake up. Open your 
eyes. Good morning!

Umut : Mom? Good morning! Where are 
the monsters?

Umut’s mother : The monsters? I don’t know.
Umut : Oh! It is a dream!    

A funny dream.
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QUIZ TIME

 Find the body parts in the puzzle and write them 
down.

1.  ................ 2.  ................ 3.  ...............

4.  ................ 5.  ................ 6. ................

7.  ................ 8.  ................ 9.  ...............

10. ................ 11. ................ 12. ...............
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LET’S REMEMBER!
Choose True or False.
1. Umut is a pilot.          True / False
2. Brown has four arms.         True / False
3. Orange has three ears.         True / False
4. Red has four eyes.         True / False
5. Blue has four legs.          True / False
6. Green has a big nose.         True / False
7. Yellow can swim.          True / False
8. They play football.          True / False

Umut is an astronaut. 
He is in a new planet. There 
are funny monsters there. 
Umut meets the monsters 
and they want to play hide 
and seek together.
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 ANSWERS

3. It is a space shuttle.
4. It is a planet. 
5. It is green.
6. It is brown.
7. It is an arm.

8. There are two monsters.
9. It’s an eye.
10. There are six monsters.
11. Yellow can swim.
12. Students’ own answers.
13. He is at home.

 QUIZ TIME 

1. nose  2. toe   3. head  4. hair 

5. foot  6. leg   7. knee  8. shoulder 

9. arm  10. mouth  11. ear  12. finger

 LET’S REMEMBER!
1. False  2. True    3. False   4. False 
5. True  6. True    7. True    8. False
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